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Feel your heart Expect the Lord
1. Recognize the heart 

disturbance. 2. Pause to clarify situation. 3. Identify (discern) your old self action/inaction. 4. Discern the change to get to peace.     

Record the date of the 
disturbance.                     

I feel ___ because  ___. Or, I want/don't want ___ 
because ___.

What does/would your old self want to say, think, or do? 
What did you do in your old self? (Be specifc.)

Describe the change (behavior, attitude, 
motive, desire, passion, preference, opinion, 
thinking, point of view, or sensitivity)

To Be Faithful In Our Trials - It Helps To Discern What Is Going On

Introspect

A = Attack = Satan will Attack - Ephesians 6:16
B = Bond = Bond with the Lord in your heart - Colossians 3:15
C = Complete = Complete A Godly Action - 1 John 3:18-24

A, B, C's of Trials
Poieology = study of spiritual doing in trials.
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